Internet Communication…

- Remote
- Delayed (more or less)
- Reduced (less information)
- Anonymous (to varying extent)
- Inherently ambiguous
- Easy to enhance (w/supporting digital content)
- Multimodal and parallel (potentially)
- Archivable (reviewable, searchable)
- Convenient

Responsible Behavior Online?

- Sensitivity to goals, context of recipient
  - address suggests a lot about receiving context
  - willingness for reciprocity of exchange
- Be straightforward about your own identity
  - unless gaming, or using anonymity “proactively”
  - when is it OK to use bcc: on email?
- Language appropriate to channel used
  - familiarity with conventions (now and later)
  - understand, forgive, the mistakes of others
- No “reuse” without permission
- Appreciation of network demands